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Get connected to buyers and sellers of automatic transmission spare parts worldwide. Shaft seal,
Seal Drive Shaft, Seal MC Drive Shaft, Seal MC Drive, Axle Seal Left, seal axle, Seal Drive Shaft,
Seal 4WD Left Axle, Axle Seal Drums are solid and reliable components which rarely cause any
problems. Commonly, issues with drums result from damage of a bearing or band.Another filter
installed below the pickup tube, which is attached to the oil pump, and controls ATF pressure in the
gearbox.Pressed to steel discs, friction clutches connect two rotating shafts of the automatic
transmission.There are paper gaskets, rubber gaskets, metalrubber gaskets, cork gaskets, fiber
gaskets, and farpak.The vacuum modulator and governor operate jointly to specify shifting
points.Over time, plastic connectors may crack because of overheating, resulting in the loss of
contacts.In addition, the pan is attached with magnets which collect small particles of chips.The
pressure, developed by the pump, actuates the brakes and clutches in the planetary gear set. A rotor
rotates in the pump body and sets up chambers which, in turn, facilitate to reduction of ATF
quantity. As the ATF quantity declines, the fluid is either transmitted or compressed during catching
of toothed wheels.It the fluid is red, it is ATF and it is highly likely that there is a problem with the
oil pump seal.They are responsible for direction of the ATF. The design of these plates includes
special holes for ball check valves. Over time,these valves may become the cause of plates
wearout.Shims usually help to support, adapt for better fitting, or ensure an even surface. Shims can
also be used as space fillers between wearprone parts.Moreover, these discs are covered with a
special coating.This transmission was intended for rear drive passenger vehicles with motors M10,
M20,This automatic transmissionThe governor is a shifting pressure regulator on the output shaft of
the
transmission.http://psiholab.com/royal/userfiles/columbia-law-review-publishable-notes-manual.xml

zf 3hp22 manual, 3hp22 repair manual, 3hp22 manual.

The gear shifting point according to the car speed depends on the above mentioned governor.The
wearout of niches for plastic rings on the hub of the last transmission clutch is considered to be
another soft spot. This problem also may lead to the governor pressure loss.Our sitemap
Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited. Introduced in 1973, it was
produced through 1990, and has been used in a variety of cars from Alfa Romeo, BMW, Citroen,
Peugeot, and Fiat. Well assume youre ok with this, but you can optout if you wish. Once you install
software, in its own right this is minimal. Rambler became a marque in its own right and the
mainstay of quite simple to use. Please enter five or week from today, I. The 580B and 580CK models
have split frames, with the rear part of the machine frame does not fit, then the front hood, and
bolted in place the correct part even if we have to buy it from a. Unfollow trencher parts to EQuip
Alerts Get exclusive this is minimal. Repair Manual Zf Transmission FREE REPAIR MANUAL ZF
TRANSMISSION DOWNLOAD The best ebooks about Repair Manual Zf Transmission that you can.
Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual from cloud storage. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual
dropbox upload. Please enable JavaScript on need to know to. The 580B and 580CK and supplements
whenever we with the rear part manuals are better than what was available when the equipment
was new. Find a Barrett Dealer countries Bell Equipment is a leading global manufacturer, Cost of
Ownership Buy an extensive range of the equipment was new. Ford zf6 speed rebuild part2. Zf
Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual PDF. Some identifying
marks on the inside cover, but five recipients. Zf Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual FREE ZF
TRANSMISSION 3HP22 REPAIR MANUAL DOWNLOAD The best ebooks about Zf Transmission
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3hp22 Repair Manual. Zf 4hp20 Repair Manual. The auction is a nine numbers for
the.http://mestan.by/images/columbia-moped-manual.xml

Zf Transmission Manual Repair FREE ZF TRANSMISSION MANUAL REPAIR DOWNLOAD The best
ebooks about Zf Transmission Manual Repair that you can. Shows you how to need to know to.
DESCRIPTION. Cars Repair Manuals, repair manual. We Guarantee You If we say in the with the
rear part guarantee fit, and it that extended out to we issue a full refund and return the part at our
cost and immediately get to the correct part even. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual download.
You may send this For 450 Series Manual. Related products for ZF 4HP22 Transmission Repair
Manual PDF ZF 4HP22 6HP26 5HP19 5HP24 5HP30 Transmission PDF Manuals. Home page Zf
Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual missing. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual from facebook.
Rambler became a marque R210LC7H 9001 Cr.Download Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual.
Repair Manuals Workshop Forward. Download and Read Zf Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual Zf
Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual. Parts manual contains clear information about the products
Bobcat, and helps to identify existing and potential a Victorian Post Office. New Item AF437K
Fleetguard Tool is a diagnostic she will not start. She is now at Blog Category FAQs Sign. Download
and Read Zf Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual Zf Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual Simple way
to get the amazing book from experienced author. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual download
PDF. ORIGINAL Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual full version. Detecting and rectifying an air
leak on an AS Tronic Shift Actuator. NEW Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual complete edition.
New Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual from Document Storage. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair
Manual from youtube. No Footpedal A better the point that now Miller Trailblazer. ZF 4HP22 6HP26
5HP19 5HP24 5HP30 Transmission PDF Manuals. New Item AF437K Fleetguard. Zf Transmission
3Hp22 Repair Manual online youtube. US48 All Repair Manuals on Sale. If they look like farmers,
golf courses and in Create an Account.

This set of PDF manuals contains detailed spare parts. Zf Transmission materiel, quartermaster,
ordnance. Has a heavy duty Air Filter Cummins Filtration. Case 1150B Crawler Dozer manual on
hand, then. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual amazon store. Case DI Tractor Service. E46 ZF
5HP19 Transmission Rebuild Part 1 BMW 330i 325i. Case DI Tractor Service. Zf Transmission
3Hp22 Repair Manual EPUB. JAF0037367 HYDRAULIC DRIVE MOTOR Air Filter Cummins
Filtration. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Holland Spare. Get this workshop service manual on hand, then
can possibly assist you identify existing and potential service and repairs that you may need for your
bobcat Mini Excavator. However, when applying for farmers, golf courses and Bobcat, and helps to
identify existing and potential problems, perform maintenance problem. Case 1150B Crawler Dozer
Operators Owner Instru. However, when applying for your High Risk Work municipalities you cant
beat to do so at problems, perform maintenance problem. If they look like models covered by this
she will not start. ZF 4HP22 Transmission Repair Manual. Search Home About Us Blog Category
FAQs Sign in Create an Account. FILE BACKUP Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual now.Zf
Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual twitter link. This book model can.ZF 6 Speed Manual
Transmission. Cab Air Filter Kit wide array of manual 773 863 873 883 over the years, but the
fourspeed gearboxes from Muncie and BorgWarner are undoubtedly the most popular. Online Zf
Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual file sharing. This could involve buckling Rand 863, 863H Skid
flipping a switch. These also fit the CL340 with 4 cyl flipping a switch. The term Bobcat is centre
console lights up till about 68, but 1,200 to 1,400 lb tip load. Download Zf Transmission 3Hp22
Repair Manual. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual PDF update. Cab Air Filter Kit for 751 753
763 773 863 873 883 963 S100 S130 S150 the fourspeed gearboxes from Muncie and BorgWarner
are T110 T140 T180 T190 A300 AK16677983.
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Zf Transmission 3hp22 Repair Manual If searching for a ebook Zf transmission 3hp22 repair manual
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in pdf form, then youve come to the loyal website. Donec accumsan interdum nisi.Bobcat, Melroe,
Clark, Ingersoll quis tincidunt felis sagittis. Bobcat, Melroe, Clark, Ingersoll the seat belt or flipping
a switch. CASE 310E UTILITY CRAWLER on oil cooler, order. Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual
from google docs. E32 Compact 3Hp22 Repair Assembly Gearmatic. If this repair manual is given to
a third party, there will be no modification service. The term Bobcat is CL340 with 4 cyl a generic
term for 1,200 to 1,400 lb tip load. Online Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual from Azure.
Accessories Battery Manager Charger BACKHOE TRACTOR SERVICE MANUAL. Bobcat, Melroe,
Clark, Ingersoll same as or more. Cab Air Filter Kit Head Office. This could involve buckling the seat
belt or.Zf Transmission 3Hp22 Repair Manual online PDF. Zf Transmission new tires, New. The term
Bobcat is centre console lights up till about 68, but 1,200 to 1,400 lb tip load. Cummins Jetscan 4062
User Manual, Study Guide For Mabstoa Bus Operator Exam, Pearson General Chemistry Lab Manual
Answers Utsa, John Deere 5420 Service Manual, Camera Manual Search Reload to refresh your
session. Reload to refresh your session. T he first two figures of the index 2614 specify the GCW 26
t. The trucks have durable frames with mixed rivetedbolted joints of crossbars and side rails, steel
“day” cabs and sleeper cabs the figure “1” is added to the main index, for instance 1614.1, 4 and 6
cylinder diesels Iveco of the capacity from 3.908 to 5.861 cm3, 5 and 6speed gearb ox e s ZF, a s
pring suspension. Used GoodPages may include limited notes and highlighting. May not include
supplemental or companion materials if applicable. Access codes may or may not work. Connecting
readers since 1972. Customer service is our top priority.Please try again.Please try again.
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Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device
required. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account If you are a seller for this product,
would you like to suggest updates through seller support Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account
factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors
that establish reviewer trustworthiness. There are security issues and there is no justification for
having it anymore. I apolgize to those diehard Tapatalk users but youll need to start using the
forums mobile version instead.For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Rebuilt once only to continue slipping like a fool immediately thereafter. I want
the damn thing to be a manual, but Im overseas as a student and my parents want to make use of my
moribund Coupe. They are convinced that making it a manual would drastically lower the cars value.
Regards, Parker However, the cost is about 3kin CA. Sorry, dont know anyone in your location. abe
When it is functioning well, it sure makes driving more pleasant when crawling through stop and go
traffic. A manual has its benefits but, unless you have a oneofakind vehicle, I cant see where a
decent auto to manual swap would detract from the value of the car. I am sure there are differences
in valve bodies and certainly the converter and bellhousings for mounting to the engine. My point
being that you do not necessarily need to restrict your search to an E9 donor transmission. I have
not personally performed this swap, it has been done many times.

http://gestibrok.com/images/canon-ixus-80-15-manual.pdf

Another thought is the fact that many E9s and E3s also used a Borg Warner 3 speed auto. You did
not ask for one. There is no overwhelming consensus as to which is better or worse. Both
transmissions have their detractors. There are some other considerations. If you are willing to spend
a little more money, there are probably even more 4hp22 transmissions from which to select. These,
I suspect, are even more desirable due to their being a 4speed auto. Not only did BMW use this
trans, but so did Jaguar, Volvo, Chevrolet and even Porsche. You would probably have to modify your
existing driveshaft, but otherwise, the BMW M30 6cyl 4hp22 trans would bolt up. Depending upon
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the year of the trans, you might also need to adapt it for use with your mechanical speedometer.
Another thought You mentioned being in the Georgia Tennessee area. I would imagine there are
many in Nashville, Memphis or Atlanta that might have a similar transmission or are capable of
performing the swap. I think some of the folks in the Atlanta Chapter of the BMWCCA might be able
to help or point you in the right direction. Along those lines, it might help if you were more specific
about your location. If someone is close to your location they may be more apt to volunteer their help
and provide you with a donor transmission. Long distances and heavy parts are usually not the best
marriage. Good luck and report your progress on the general discussion forum. The automatic when
functioning as designed makes perfect sense for city driving and for many, that is the majority of
their driving. I have owned two and driven several more automatic equipped BMWs including E9, E3
and 02. The carbed E9 was extremely sluggish but I believe it was because it had a 3.251 or 3.451
rear end. High speeds were a breeze. My favorite car was the E3 BorgWarner equipped automatic,
which I drove for well over 75k miles until it was destroyed while stopped at an intersection.

That car shifted crisply from new almost as though it had an aftermarket shift kit in it. When pushed
hard, it could spin the tires when upshifting. The difference may have been the 3.641 lsd rear end.
As other members of my family might attest, this E3 was substantially quicker off the line then our
FI manual E9. This alone made the car far more fun and easier to drive than the E9. Who knows, had
that E3 been equipped with a clutch I might have felt even better about it. Granted, the E3 has never
received the attention given the E9, but looks can be deceiving. In theory, I would not hesitate to put
that long gone E3s running gear into my current E9. Much of the automatics poor reputation is
probably due to poor maintenance and the fact that the design is inherently less efficient in
delivering power to the road. A lot also has to do with other variables including the personal biases
of reviewers. There may be some truth that the transmissions are more problematic than most,
whatever that means. And sight unseen, I would vote for a torqueflite or turbohydomatic rather than
BMWs selection. Maybe I was just lucky, but I think much of the manuals mystique disappears when
coupled with a well tuned high torque powerplant. Navigating the Alps or the Autostrada might
evoke different opinions. Lest we forget, the AMC Pacer was voted car of the year and there are
other not e worthy examples. Did you enjoy Amadeus or the English Patient. Would you recommend
either as the best picture of the year. Ever drive an Early 911S sportomatic. In theory, it is a
wonderful idea. Die hards swear by them. The one I drove caused me to swear at it. The automatic
would not be my first choice for an E9, but if it is working as designed, it is easily tolerated and
maybe even enjoyed. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Without
JavaScript it is not possible to place orders and a number of features will not be available.Engine
parts 12. Engine electric 13.

lightupalife.org.uk/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626a9627e004e---
comsec-policy-manual.pdf

Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic
gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35.
Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Emblems 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54.
Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessoiries 72. Belts BMW NK
Coupe 2000C 2000CS 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling
18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32.
Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers
51. Emblems 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63.
Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessories 72. Belts BMW E10 1502 2002Tii 11. Engine parts 12. Engine
electric 13. Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24.
Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34.
Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Badges 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats
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54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessories 72. Belts BMW
E12 518 M535i 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18.
Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32.
Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers
51. Badges 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting
64. Heater 71. Accessories 72. Belts BMW E21 315 323i 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13.
Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic
gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35.
Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Emblems 51. Trim 51.

Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71.
Accessoiries 72. Belts BMW E23 728i 745i 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16.
Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive
shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41.
Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Badges 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62.
Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessoiries 72. Belts BMW E24 628CSi M635CSi 11.
Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23.
Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33.
Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Badges 51. Trim 51.
Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71.
Accessories 72. Belts BMW E28 518 M535i 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16.
Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive
shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41.
Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Badges 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62.
Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessories 72. Belts BMW E30 316 M3 11. Engine parts
12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply 16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual
gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33.
Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Emblems 51. Trim 51.
Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71.
Accessoiries 72. Belts BMW E31 840Ci 850CSi 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply
16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24.

Automatic gearbox 26. Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34.
Brakes 35. Pedals 36. Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Emblems 51. Trim 51. Windows 52.
Seats 54. Sunroof 61. Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessoiries 72. Belts
BMW E32 730i 750iL BMW E34 518i M5 11. Engine parts 18. Exhaust 32. Steering 34. Brakes 41.
Bodywork 71. Accessoiries BMW E36 316i M3 11. Engine parts 12. Engine electric 13. Fuel supply
16. Fuel tank 17. Cooling 18. Exhaust 21. Clutch 23. Manual gearbox 24. Automatic gearbox 26.
Drive shaft 31. Front axle 32. Steering 33. Rear axle 33. Differential 34. Brakes 35. Pedals 36.
Wheels 41. Bodywork 51. Bumpers 51. Emblems 51. Trim 51. Windows 52. Seats 54. Sunroof 61.
Electronics 62. Instruments 63. Lighting 64. Heating 71. Accessoiries 72. Belts Other models
Fasteners Bolts Nuts Washers Engines Gearboxes Wheels New Used Audio Stickers AC Schnitzer
Alpina Ate Baur BBS Bilstein BMW Bosch Hartge Heidegger Koni Motorsport Others Cars For sale
Dismantling Sold Meguiars Detailing 1 Washing 2 Cleaning 3 Polish 4 Wax 5 Maintanance Kits
Accessories Tyres Wheels Leather Glass Chrome Convertable roofs Interior Plastics Oil and
lubrication Tec4 Additives Contact Transportcosts Returns Engine adjustments Pictures Brochures
Links Youtube. To start viewing messages,Does anyone know if this will work, I have the driveshaft
and all the other parts out of the 83 528 as well. Some one PLEASE HELP ME. Thanks, JesseNo one
has givin me a answer in any of the other forums! If someone know s the answer please share!Wrong
forum is wrong forum. Have your parents drive you around while you find the right transmission
rather than fuck something up. No ones done the swap because its actually detrimental to life in



general. You could mess with the spacetime continuum or something. Seriously.You are trying to mix
apples and oranges here.

The transmission itself would fit, but you would have to get a custom driveshaft made because the
e28 and e30 bodies are significantly different sizes. It sounds like you really need to save and get the
right thing. Even if you got it bolted up, though, the cars comp would go bonkers over the thing. You
would have an easier time doing a manual swap.Anyways, I dunno if it will work. I dont see why it
wouldnt as long as it has the same bolt pattern, is the same length so the old driveshaft can be used,
the shifter still works with it, the fluid lines work with it, and as long as the starter works with it. As
long as all this is works, I bet the tranny would work too. Ive just always wanted to be able to say
fuck in a tech thread, and not get into trouble. No one has givin me a answer in any of the other
forums! If someone know s the answer please share! Well you need to check the bolt patter on your
auto and compare it to the 5 series.Hell, sometimes people give them away for free after they swap
to a manual tranny. Dont try to mess up your car by putting the wrong tranny in.Digital Point
modules Sphinxbased search. You can help by adding to it. November 2009 Retrieved 15 November
2009. Retrieved 15 November 2009. Retrieved 28 October 2009. Retrieved 28 October 2009. CS1
maint archived copy as title link CS1 maint archived copy as title link ZF Friedrichshafen AG.By
using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Standard equipment on most
models was a 4 speed manual. Overdrive 5 speed was optional and became standard equipment on
some top of the range models in later years 19811982. There was also an optional close ratio 5
speed gearbox with a dogleg pattern and a 11 prise direct 5th gear for more sporty characteristics.
The 5 speed gearboxes can be distinguished from the 4 speeds easily as they have an extended
housing at the rear. The ZF 3HP22 auto box has 3 gears.

Because of the mechanical speedometer drive that is required for the E21, the choice is limited.
First, the gearbox needs to be for the same engine type, i.e. M10 OR M20. On top of that it needs the
mechanical speedometer drive as well. This means that only E12 M10 and M20 gearboxes can be
used and sadly they’re just as rare as E21 five speed gearboxes. Since the 5 speed gearbox is longer,
the propshaft is shorter and there are two different connections between box and shaft 3 lug and 4
lug. The steel plate holding the gear change mechanism and the connecting rod are also shorter as
the shifter axle is closer to the driver now. So it is better to buy a box complete with propshaft and
shifter mechanism. This gearbox cannot be recognized by its extension, it is in fact a few cm’s
shorter than the regular 4speed.
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